
 

Senior programmes at Porzellanikon Hohenberg a. d. Eger 

Dear visitors 

Porzellanikon Hohenberg offers a varied programme for groups of senior citizens. During an entertaining 
short guided tour on various topics, we discover the porcelain treasures together. Afterwards, you can 
get active yourself in our workshop. An experienced expert will help you to transform your inspirations 
from the exhibition into your very own personal porcelain piece. We will then round off the afternoon 
with coffee and cake and a relaxed chat. 

Duration: approx. 2.5 hours 
Cost: € 12.00 per person (incl. admission, guided tour, workshop and coffee and cake). 
Recommended group size: 15 persons. Up to four groups possible at the same time. 
Booking of individual appointments: By telephone on 09287 91800666 or  
By e-mail at besuchercenter(at)porzellanikon.org. 
Address: Schirndinger Straße 48, 95691 Hohenberg an der Eger  
 
Guided tours to choose from 
Special exhibition "Luxury, Wellness, Porcelain - A Day at the Bohemian 
Spa".(bookable from April 2023) 
Together we will take a journey back in time to the 19th century, when high society took a cure in the Bohemian 
spa triangle of Karlovy Vary, Marienbad and Franzensbad. Famous personalities such as the Austrian Empress Sisi 
travelled to Bohemia to strengthen their health through drinking cures, exercise or baths. Together we experience 
the daily routine of a spa guest and encounter the luxurious porcelain of the Bohemian porcelain factories.  
 
Colourful drinking culture  
This is about drinking coffee, tea and chocolate in style. These hot beverages were the fashionable drinks of the 
18th century and are still part of a cosy get-together today. How has drinking culture changed over the centuries 
and why do tea and coffee pots still look different today? We will explore these questions during the short guided 
tour.  
 
Fantastic animal creatures 
Porcelain animal figures were already very popular with porcelain lovers in the 18th century. How has the design 
changed since then and which animals have been depicted? Together we will go in search of clues under the 
motto "Fantastic Beasts". We will discover elephants, cats, birds and many other exotic animals such as lions, 
rhinos and co. 
 
White gold - everyday life at court 
Valuable porcelain treasures tell of life at the princely court. Finely laid porcelain tables and porcelain figurines 
were an integral part of court life. Collectors such as Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland, 
even presented porcelain in their own palace. But what do porcelain objects tell us about the toilet and clothing 
at court? We will explore these questions together and let ourselves be enchanted by the white gold in our villa in 
Hohenberg. 
 
Creative programmes to choose from: 
Painting porcelain: A large selection of porcelain figures and tableware is available for painting.  
Designing porcelain figurines: Imaginative and colourfully decorated figures can be made from 
shards. 
Modelling with ceramic clay: With imagination and creativity, you can create your own animal  
figures. 


